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English court in the sense already indicated. Thus, for instance,
in an action brought in England for breach of a contract made
and performable in France, French law governs matters of
formal and essential validity, but all questions of procedure are
subject to English law. A French procedural rule is outside the
sphere of control of the French lex causae. If, therefore, a parti-
cular French rule is pleaded and if it is doubtful whether it
appertains to procedure or to substance, its true nature must
obviously be determined. It must be ignored if it is procedural,
in character, otherwise it must be applied. Likewise, an English
domestic rule is excluded if it appertains to form or substance,
but is applicable if it is procedural in nature.
The critical and controversial question is the basis upon subject of
which the classification should be made, and illustrations from cfassifica-
the authorities will now be given to show how the English ^^gUsh*
judges have dealt with the matter. First, however, it is essential or t for-
to appreciate that a rule either of the foreign lex causae or ofclgn ™ e
English law itself may require to be classified and that the line of
reasoning is not necessarily the same in each of these situations.
Leroux v. Brown1 illustrates the process applied to an Eng- cusstfca-
lishrule.	tionof
English
An oral agreement had been made in France by which the defendant, rule iilus-
resident in England, undertook to employ the plaintiff in France for *me<1 by
•11	v	t	i-jv         i.	t_	•      Leroux v.
a period longer than a year. It was admitted that the substantive
validity of the contract was governed by French law and that by this
law the contract was valid as to substance. The defendant pleaded, how-
ever, that a claim by the plaintiff to recover damages was unenforceable
in England, since the Statute of Frauds provided that 'no action shall
lie upon a contract not to be performed within the space of one year
from the making thereof unless the agreement or some note or memor-
andum thereof is in writing signed by the defendant.
This plea required the court to decide whether the statutory
rule was of a procedural character. If so it was fatal to the
plaintiff, for being a rule of English procedure it was neces-
sarily binding in an English action. Unfortunately, the
members of the court took the line of least resistance and,
ignoring the larger issues involved, confined their attention to
the literal wording of the statute. The reasoning of Maule J.,
for instance, lacked nothing in simplicity: the statute provides
that no action shall be brought upon an agreement not to be
performed within a year, unless it is evidenced by a written
memorandum; the present agreement is of this nature and there
1 (1852), I2C.B. 801.

